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Objective I am passionate about the quality of my code; I want to work on 
applications that are a pleasure to maintain, both on the first day and ten 
years down the road. 

Experience July 2016 – January 2017  Enterprise Security, Inc. – Senior 
Developer (contractor) 

- Developed a web portal for managing access to secure areas, providing 
capabilities for inquiry and change requests to physical building access 
and leverage WCF, email notifications, and SQL Server for workflow 
queuing and processing. Integrated security in a MS domain was used 
for user authentication and data retrieval, and certificate based TLS 
authentication was used between services. 

- While the job was heavily focused on the back-end, I was also involved 
in the front-end and documentation / requirements. 

 

July 2015 – November 2015  Bank of America Merrill Lynch – 
Senior Developer (contractor) 

Worked on a number of project in Python and Java: 

- The primary task was transitioning two internal projects from using SIC 
codes to NAICS, one written in Python and one in Java. The projects had 
an original estimate of six months; we have managed to finish them in 
three (I was the only developer on the Java project and I have also 
participated in the changes to the Python project). 

- Another project was generating new aggregation reports based on risk 
industry groups and sectors (based on the newly added NAICS codes). 

- Adding new permissions to enable finer control on who is allowed to 
make specific changes in the Java project UI. 

- Optimized a query that was taking a couple of minutes on the DEV 
server down to 10 seconds by using a combination of temporary tables 
and JOINs (we were not allowed to change the existing tables, not even 
to add indexes). 

- Advised the rest of the team on design and testing issues. 
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August 2013 – Present  Legality Software – Senior .NET 
Developer (contractor) 

I have been involved with a number of projects, most of them either 
WinForms or with a main WinForms component and a backing Windows 
service. Almost all projects are using Telerik components for the UI. 

Some of these projects are: 

- A program that downloads new legal cases / events from a number of 
jurisdictions from NY State and updates an internal database. This 
program has to integrate with the Lexis/Nexis TimeMatters 
application and update its database while preserving all internal 
constraints. 

- A backup project that monitors a number of folders and uploads 
daily changes to a NetDocuments account. This project had to solve a 
number of challenges: the cloud limits the number of files that can be 
created in a given folder; the service has to be monitored so that any 
error or interruption is sent as an email alert – without sending a 
thousand emails if each upload is failing; we had to build a very 
flexible scheduler that could handle schedules from "each minute of 
every day except Sundays" to "the third Wednesday of every month". 

- Another program that sits in the Windows notification area (systray) 
and integrates with the TimeMatters application, adding additional 
information to its UI. We've done that by creating a WebAPI listener 
and having some Javascript code inside TimeMatters that would 
connect to that WebAPI service and retrieve the additional 
information for the selected record. This application is also using 
plugins, so clients can pay only for the functionality they are actually 
using. 

- A common library of WinForms user controls, from an UI for the 
aforementioned scheduler to a component that allows the user to 
write a SQL query and then specify at runtime how the results of 
the query are to be shown in a grid (column ordering, row sort 
ordering, column widths and so on). 

 

July 2013 – December 2014  DeCare Systems Ireland – Senior 
.NET Developer (contractor) 

My primary project was working on the Avon shop for the Australia/New 
Zealand region. This implied a number of changes to the existing workflow, 
because the AU/NZ market was the first one to support direct delivery of 
packages in addition to delivery by representative; as a result of that, it was 
also the first one that supported direct payment on the web site (previously 
the orders were paid on delivery to the representative bringing the 
package). The front-end is a C# MVC 5 application and the back-end mostly 
WCF services. 
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I have also integrated a new payment system (PayPal Express) for these web 
sites. Even though I had never integrated with PayPal before, I managed to 
finish the task in two weeks, a week ahead of the estimate I had been given. 
This involved changes on both the client and the server sides to the logic to 
redirect to PayPal and accept the callback from their site to ours and 
integrating with our existing services to record the payment attempts. 

 

Other projects I worked on for the Avon team include: 

- Integrating the Avon ANZ site into the larger Avon EMEA 
application. 

- Automating the database deployment from staging to production, 
reducing a manual task that was taking several man-days to a few 
minutes, using the SQL Server Data Tools. 

- Automating image validation and resizing, again reducing a manual 
process to a scheduled task. 

- Uploading media files to a CDN (content distribution network) 
service in order to improve response times and reduce pressure on 
our servers. I used both the C# Rx libraries and async/await calls for 
this project. I also solved an issue where some of the paths were over 
260 characters long; the .NET implementations of the file APIs in 
System.IO do not natively support that, so I had to replace some of 
them with direct calls to the Win32 APIs that allow for a path up to 
32K characters long. 

 

I also worked on a couple of different teams: 

- I rewrote an application to reflect the Avon UK branch’s change of 
shipping company, which was hard-coded into their previous VB6-
based application. The new application was written in C# using TDD 
and trying to respect SOLID principles where possible. The process 
was complicated by not having a scanner, a printer, or access to the 
new shipping company’s web service for the first two weeks, so I had 
to fudge it in a process that actually worked to the application’s 
benefit because it forced abstraction of the endpoints. The 
application was written using the WinForms framework and 
connected to an Oracle database. 

- I added a health monitoring system to a complex network of WCF 
services as a side project. The services were distributed on multiple 
servers and had dependencies on databases and possibly other 
services (including other servers). The application had to be as 
future-proof as we could make it, which led me to add a new 
interface to all services, plus a common DLL implementing the 
interface with a single method taking and returning a JSON string. 
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The input string contained a hierarchical description of the services 
that we wanted to check so that each service would first confirm that 
it was working before calling its dependencies; the result would 
either confirm that everything was working or help to quickly 
pinpoint problems. Since a lot of the web services were written in C# 
3.0, this project didn't use any technologies besides WCF and a 
JSON parser. 

 

March 2013 – July 2013  Clevertech – Developer 

I was responsible for maintaining Brownstone’s trading website and 
supporting back-end applications (http://www.brownstone.com/) 

 

1998 – March 2013  MicroBilt – Lead Programmer / Branch 
Manager 

I was the lead programmer and manager of the Romanian branch of 
MicroBilt. I wrote the original implementation of MicroBilt’s Delphi code, 
handling dozens of credit bureaus and tens of thousands of clients and 
coordinated the rewriting of the above in .NET 3.5/4, using technologies 
from raw TCP/IP to WCF / REST. I also wrote one of the flagship products 
of the company, available through www.prbc.com, which is an alternative 
credit score that uses one’s history of regular payments to allow people 
without a regular credit history to nevertheless obtain credits. This product 
alone has grown to generate over a hundred thousand dollars of income in 
the first year. 

 

More recently I have focused on improving the scalability of our web 
services while still supporting the legacy services that have not been 
implemented in .NET. As a direct result of the increased scalability, the 
number of reports served by the company (and thus the income) grew over 
ten times over a period of five years. (The number of employees in the 
Romanian branch grew from six to over forty during this period.) 

 

Technologies used: WCF, WinForms, WebForms, ASP.NET MVC (3.0, 4.0), 
LINQ, SQL, Javascript, jQuery, WebApi 

  

 

Skills 
 

Programming languages: C#, Python, Java, Javascript, Delphi 

 

Databases: 
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• Microsoft SQL Server up to 2014, including SQL Server Compact. I 
have used Entity Framework, Linq to SQL, ADO.NET and PetaPoco 
for database access from C#. 

• I can read and write SQL, including stored procedures; however, I 
prefer using SQL for data retrieval and C# for data processing (I 
dislike having business logic in large stored procedures). 

Technologies: 

• .NET 2.0 to 4.5 – WinForms, Web Forms, MVC, LINQ, Web services 
(REST / WCF / WebApi) and of course IIS / IIS Express 

• Extensive use of XML, XSD, XSLT 

• Dependency injection / inversion of control 

• Multithreading, from raw threads to the TPL DataFlow libraries 

• Version control: Subversion, Git, Bazaar, TFS 

• .NET Reactive (Rx) 

• TDD and unit testing (MSTest, NUnit) 

• MSMQ 

• node.js 

• SignalR 

Web: 

• HTML, CSS (I can understand CSS but I’m weak on visual design in 
general) 

Libraries: 

• jQuery, Moq, FakeItEasy, SimpleInjector, HTMLAgilityPack, 
KnockoutJs, MiniProfiler, Json.NET 

 

 

 

Others • Personal blog at http://mdpopescu.blogspot.com 

• Source code for my personal project up on GitHub, at 
https://github.com/mdpopescu/public 

• Wrote a book, “TDD by example”, available on 
Amazon at http://www.amazon.com/TDD-example-
Evaluating-expression-ebook/dp/B005TEN130 and 
free to download as a PDF from 
http://renfieldsoftware.com 

• StackOverflow profile at 
http://stackoverflow.com/users/31793/marcel-
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popescu 

• LinkedIn profile at 
https://linkedin.com/in/marcelpopescu 

• Companies started: PICOSOFT (1991 to 1994) 
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